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Abstract
Background: Methods of determining whether or not any particular HIV-1 sequence stems - completely or in part
- from some unknown HIV-1 subtype are important for the design of vaccines and molecular detection systems, as
well as for epidemiological monitoring. Nevertheless, a single algorithm only, the Branching Index (BI), has been
developed for this task so far. Moving along the genome of a query sequence in a sliding window, the BI
computes a ratio quantifying how closely the query sequence clusters with a subtype clade. In its current version,
however, the BI does not provide predicted boundaries of unknown fragments.
Results: We have developed Unknown Subtype Finder (USF), an algorithm based on a probabilistic model, which
automatically determines which parts of an input sequence originate from a subtype yet unknown. The underlying
model is based on a simple profile hidden Markov model (pHMM) for each known subtype and an additional
pHMM for an unknown subtype. The emission probabilities of the latter are estimated using the emission
frequencies of the known subtypes by means of a (position-wise) probabilistic model for the emergence of new
subtypes. We have applied USF to SIV and HIV-1 sequences formerly classified as having emerged from an
unknown subtype. Moreover, we have evaluated its performance on artificial HIV-1 recombinants and non-
recombinant HIV-1 sequences. The results have been compared with the corresponding results of the BI.
Conclusions: Our results demonstrate that USF is suitable for detecting segments in HIV-1 sequences stemming
from yet unknown subtypes. Comparing USF with the BI shows that our algorithm performs as good as the BI or
better.
Background
An accurate and reliable classification of viral sequences
data for human immunodeficiency virus-1 (HIV-1) and
some other viruses of interest is important for epidemiolo-
gical studies. It facilitates the understanding of the influ-
ence of genetic diversity on host immune response and
provides therapeutic decision support [1-3]. As HIV-1 is,
however, one of the genetically most variable viruses and
genomic recombinations are frequent in HIV-1 [4], the
task of classifying corresponding viral sequence data is a
challenging one.
HIV-1 is classified into three main phylogenetic
groups (M, N, and O), introduced into humans by sepa-
rate zoonotic events (all stemming from simian immu-
nodeficiency viruses (SIVs) in chimpanzees [5]. The M
group is responsible for the HIV pandemic, and it is
divided into nine subtypes, with subtype A and F being
subdivided into subsubtypes [6]. Inter-subtype recombi-
nation occurs very frequently among HIV-1 subtypes
[7]: So far, 48 circulating recombinant forms have been
reported [8].
Up to now, about fifty tools for classification of HIV
genomes, recognition of recombinants, and breakpoint
detection have been developed. Examples are the REGA
HIV-1 Subtyping Tool [9], the Recombinant Identification
Program (RIP) [10], the jumping profile Hidden Markov
Model (jpHMM) [11,12], the Recco [13], and the oligonu-
cleotide-based method introduced in [14]. Nevertheless,
to our knowledge, however, only one algorithm, called
the Branching Index (BI), has been developed for deciding
whether an HIV-1 sequence in question stems - comple-
tely or in part - from a subtype still unknown [15,16].
Notice that it is impossible to deduce unknown sequence
segments using an existing subtype classification method,
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identify regions of low a posteriori probabilities for all of
the well known subfamilies (see paragraph ‘Discussion and
conclusions - Miscellaneous’).
In view of the large and rapidly growing quantity of
sequence data, the need for a fully automatic tool for
pinning down boundaries of unknown fragments is
increasing. Since the BI is based on a sliding window
approach, it only provides a visualization of the break-
point positions, but no report of their exact position.
We have addressed this problem by developing a
model-based algorithm, which automatically detects
t h o s eb o u n d a r i e sb yt a k i n gamultiple sequence align-
ment (MSA) grouped into subfamilies as a basis.
A comparison of our algorithm with the BI, regarding
scope and performance, is carried out in the section
‘Results - Comparison’.
Methods
The main input into our algorithm consists of i) an MSA
representing the known sequences, with its sequences
grouped into subfamilies, ii) a query sequence, iii) a clas-
sification of the query sequence with respect to the subfa-
milies (i.e. each position of the query sequence has to be
assigned to a subfamily from the MSA) as main input.
We use jpHMM in order to obtain the subfamily-wise
classification [17]. For each position of the sequence in
question, the algorithm then provides a mapping which
determines whether the assignment to the subfamily is
justified or whether it has to be classified as belonging
to a subfamily yet unknown. In the first case, we refer
to the position as ‘known’ (sometimes abbreviated by K),
in the second one as ‘unknown’ (sometimes abbreviated
by U). We shall refer to the mapping as the ‘U/K-classi-
fication’. The work flow of the core algorithm and the
preparatory step (described in the next subsection) is
illustrated in Figure 1. The subfamily assigned to posi-
tion i of the sequence under discussion is denoted by Fi.
Preparatory step
Before the core algorithm is carried out, we take a pre-
paratory step, allowing for the input of unaligned query
sequences. More precisely, we align the query sequence
to the given alignment with ClustalW [18], and remove
columns which i) constitute insertions in the alignment
by the query sequence, or ii) contain too many gaps in
the alignment (we use a threshold of 10% gaps).
Core algorithm
The main idea of our algorithm (in the following
referred to as Unknown Subtype Finder or USF) is that
of constructing two simple pHMMs (allowing neither
deletions nor insertions): The first pHMM models the
sequence of predicted subtypes Fi for each position (in
the following pHMM K) and the second pHMM models
an unknown subtype (in the following pHMM U). That
is, for the example given in Figure 1, the first ten posi-
tions of pHMM K are modelled on the basis of the
nucleotide frequencies of Subtype B at those positions
and the last eight positions on the basis of the frequen-
cies of Subtype A. In addition to the transitions within
these two pHMMs, we allow for jumps between them.
pHMMs K and U
pHMMs are widely used for modelling nucleotide and pro-
tein sequence families for the purpose of database search-
ing (see [19,20]). In particular, they are used to model the
position-wise nucleotide distribution in an MSA. Standard
pHMMs also allow for the modelling of insertions and
deletions in the query sequence. But we do not use inser-
tion or deletion states, as the sequences are already aligned
(The high conservation of HIV-1 sequences allows for this
approach). Hence, except for the initial and final states, our
pHMMs are composed of so-called match states only. For
decoding the most probable path through our model, we
use the Viterbi algorithm [21].
We model pHMM K in the conventional way: For
each position i in the alignment, we model the emission
AT-AACACGT--TAAT-CTTAC
AT-AACAGGT--GAAT-CTTAC
ACTAACAGGC--GAAT-TTTAG
ACTTACAGGC--GAAC-CTTAG
ACTTA-AGCCCCGCATCCTTAC
AC*TA-AGCC**GCAT*CTTAC
}
}
Subtype A
Subtype B
Query
Query
Preparation
AC*TA-AGCC**GCAT*CTTAC Query
Subtype Assignment
AC*TA-AGCC**GCAT*CTTAC
KK*KKKKKUU**UUKK*KKKKK
Query
Classification
Core Algorithm
Figure 1 Method outline. Outline of the steps of the method,
assuming 2 subtypes composed each of 2 sequences. The following
color code for columns and nucleotides, respectively, is used in the
topmost part: green - completely conserved columns (with respect
to all subtype sequences and the query sequence), red - columns
removed due to insertion by the query sequence or too much gaps
in the alignment, yellow - minority nucleotides in the column. The
part of the sequence coloured in gray (at the bottom) indicates a
subtype yet unknown. The last row gives the classification of the
query sequence into known and unknown positions.
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Page 2 of 13probabilities   p of the i-th state of the pHMM K on the
basis of the nucleotide frequencies of Fi.T ot h i se n d ,
choosing a Bayesian approach to model the emission
frequencies, we assume that the a priori distribution of
  p is a Dirichlet distribution (see [22]), with parameter   α
(estimated in [17]). The parameter may be interpreted
as pseudo counts which are added to the nucleotide
frequencies. The emission probabilities then are the
corresponding relative frequencies of these modified
nucleotide frequencies.
For pHMM U, we have to choose another approach,
as the empirical nucleotide frequencies of an unknown
subtype are not available. Hence, we try to deduce rea-
sonable emission probabilities of an unknown subtype
on the basis of the nucleotide frequencies of the known
subtypes. For more details, see the paragraph ‘Emission
probabilities of pHMM U’ in this subsection.
Jumps between pHMMs
As in the jpHMM, we allow for jumps between the
pHMMs K and U. If a given path contains a jump, that
jump represents a breakpoint between a known and an
unknown segment. In our model, we distinguish two
kinds of jumps (passing from left to right): (i) jumps
from K to U with the path not having entered any state
of pHMM U up to the current position, and (ii) all
other jumps between K and U (see Figure 2 for exam-
ples for the determination of the jump probabilities).
The probability of the first type of jumps is denoted by
p1, the probability of the second type by p2.B ym o d e l -
ling jumps in this way, we account for the fact that
HIV-1 recombination events usually imply the occur-
rence of multiple breakpoints (cf. [8]). That is, traversing
a nH I V - 1g e n o m ef r o ml e f tt or i g h t ,i ti sm u c hm o r e
probable to revisit a particular subtype than it is to visit
it for the first time ever. So, a realistic model should
allow for choosing p1 ≪ p2.T oc o v e rt h ec a s ew h e r e
the first position is classified as unknown, a jump from
t h ei n i t i a ls t a t et op H M MUi sl e s sp r o b a b l et h a na
jump to pHMM K by the factor p2/p1.
In order to be able to model these two jump probabil-
ities, we have to incorporate the pHMM K in our model
twice: Both model states represent the assignment of a
position to be known, with one of them being used if
no position has been assigned as unknown so far, and
the other being applied if some position has been
assigned to pHMM U already. Figure 3 shows a toy
example of our model.
Emission probabilities of pHMM U
In order to model the emission probabilities of pHMM
U, we rely on the observation that for almost all sites
for HIV-1 at least some of the subtypes share the same
emission probabilities. In fact, for the majority of sites,
it would be most plausible to assign equal emission
probabilities to all subtypes. Neglecting the trivial case
of all subtypes having the same emission probability
assigned to, the phenomenon that some but not all of
the subtypes show equal emission probabilities could be
explained biologically as follows: If a site allows for
more than one nucleotide to be present (i.e., if at least
two alleles are observed), there are very few, discrete
characteristics of the virus which determine the fitness
of the virus, depending on the nucleotide present at the
respective site. As the characteristics at a particular site
are small in number and discrete, the number of corre-
sponding nucleotide distributions is also small. To clar-
ify that, let us assume that for a site i the dependence of
the virus fitness on the nucleotide at site i is determined
by a binary characteristics (values 0 and 1) of the virus.
Then i) for the value 0, it might be that the virus can
only survive if adenine is present at site i (leading to a
nucleotide distribution where adenine has a probability
very near to one), ii) for the value 1 the virus can sur-
vive if cytosine is present, with a significant disadvantage
with respect to its fitness (leading to a nucleotide distri-
bution where adenine has a probability of, say, about
90% and cytosine one about 10%). In the following we
will call the different nucleotide distributions (resp.
emission probabilities) at the site “sources”.I nt h e
example just given there are two sources.
In view of such considerations, we model the emission
probabilities of the subtypes jointly (see Table 1 for
examples). Notice that a related approach was used in
[23] for an automatic classification of protein sequences.
The model for the emission probabilities of an unknown
subtype is illustrated in Figure 4. It is composed of two
parts: The part on the left refers to the case in which
the unknown subtype is related to a group of known
subtypes (or a single one) sharing the same emission
p1/(p1+p2)p 2 p2
UU K
p2/(p1+p2)p 1 p2 p2
UU K K
Figure 2 Jumping probabilities. Jumping probabilities for two
examples of U/K-classifications. Under the breakpoints, the jumping
probabilities are given.
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Page 3 of 13probability at the respective site. The part on the right
concerns the case of an unknown subtype with charac-
teristics leading to emission probabilities (at the respec-
tive sites) yet unobserved (among the known subtypes).
To construct the left-hand part of the model, we use a
Bayesian approach to determine position-wise an opti-
mal number of sources and how the subtypes should be
assigned to the sources. For each source the emission
probabilities are estimated on the basis of the emission
frequencies of the subtypes assigned to the source. The
probability, with which a source is chosen, is propor-
tional to the number of subtypes assigned to it. The
right-hand part is modelled by a Dirichlet distribution
with the same value for the parameter   α as in paragraph
‘pHMMs K and U’ of this subsection. We denote the a
priori probability of a source involved, but yet unknown,
MK1 MK2 MK3 MK4
A 0.01
C 0.01
G 0.97
T  0.01 
A 0.09
C 0.02
G 0.11
T  0.78 
A 0.01
C 0.02
G 0.02
T  0.95 
A 0.96
C 0.02
G 0.01
T  0.01 
B
MK2 MK3 MK4
A 0.09
C 0.02
G 0.11
T  0.78 
A 0.01
C 0.02
G 0.02
T  0.95 
A 0.96
C 0.02
G 0.01
T  0.01 
MU1 MU2 MU3 MU4
A 0.05
C 0.03
G 0.91
T  0.01 
A 0.04
C 0.02
G 0.54
T  0.40 
A 0.09
C 0.01
G 0.02
T  0.88 
A 0.71
C 0.22
G 0.03
T  0.04 
E
Figure 3 Model. The model underlying USF, illustrated by a toy example. The example uses an alignment and a query sequence of length 4.
The query sequence is composed of the nucleotide sequence GTAA. The top row and bottom row of states each constitute a pHMM K, the
middle one pHMM U. The top pHMM K models the situation of pHMM U not having been visited yet, the bottom one that of pHMM U having
been visited already. Above and below, respectively, the states, their emission probabilities are given, with the nucleotide in the query sequence
being marked red for the states in the Viterbi path. To the very left, resp. the very right, the initial, resp. the final state are situated. The short-
dashed arrows represent transitions with probability p2, the long-dashed ones transitions with probability p1. The dotted arrows constitute
transitions from and to special states (initial and final state). The Viterbi path is colored in red, with the first two positions and the last position of
the query sequence being classified as ‘known’ and the third position as ‘unknown’. Notice that the first state of the bottom pHMM K is missing
since this pHMM can only be entered if pHMM U has been visited before.
Table 1 Examples of calculation of emission probabilities
Pos. Sub./Src. A B C D 1 2 3
Nucl. G T G T G T G T G T G T G T
1 freq 89 0 360 0 393 0 3 0 846 0
p 0.9989 0.0011 0.9997 0.0003 0.9997 0.0003 0.969 0.031 0.9999 0.0001
2 freq 65 24 355 5 382 11 3 0 65 24 740 19
p 0.73 0.27 0.986 0.014 0.972 0.028 0.969 0.031 0.73 0.27 0.975 0.025
3 freq 30 59 325 35 364 29 03 30 59 689 64 03
p 0.34 0.66 0.903 0.097 0.926 0.074 0.0031 0.969 0.34 0.66 0.915 0.085 0.0031 0.969
Simplified example of position- and subtype-wise nucleotide frequencies of HIV. For three sites the subtype-wise nucleotide frequencies for subtypes A, B, C, and
D are given on the left side of the table. Below them the emission probabilities estimated on the basis of only on the frequencies of the respective subtypes
(using   α = (0.1,0.1)) are shown. The different typefaces (regular, bold, italic) indicate which subtypes should be jointly modelled (i.e. belong to the same
source). On the right-hand side of the table, the nucleotide frequencies of the sources (i.e. the aggregated frequencies of the subtypes belonging to it) and the
emission probabilities estimated on the basis of these frequencies are given (using the same   α). For the sake of simplicity, only the nucleotides G and T are
assumed to exist. Apart from this simplification and the restriction to 4 subtypes, the example is taken from actual HIV-1 sequences.
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Page 4 of 13by h ≪ 1. The estimates of the emission probabilities of
the unknown subtype are obtained by averaging over
both parts of the model, i.e. we use the expectations
corresponding to the emission probabilities under the
model. The details of the estimation procedure are
given in the next subsection.
Details of pHMM U
Notation
Let 1,..., S be the subtype indices. If sources have been
assigned to all subtypes, we speak of a source combination.
The individual sources in a combination of r sources are
indexed by 1,..., r. The space of all source combinations is
denoted by Q, the source of subtype i by qi. For each source
j of a source combination   q = {q1,...,qS},w ed e n o t et h e
subtypes assigned to source j by{i
(j)
1 ,...,i
(j)
mj}.T h a ti s ,i fS =
4 and the subtypes 1, 2, and 4 are assigned to Source 1, and
the Subtype 3 to Source 2, we have m1 =3 ,m2 =1 ,
{i
(1)
1 ,i
(1)
2 ,i
(1)
3 } = {1,2,4},a n d{i
(2)
1 } = {3} (Notice that r and
the {i
(j)
1 ,...,i
(j)
mj} are defined for a particular source
combination, but that for the sake of readability we do not
identify that source by an additional index, in case several
sources are considered). The number of nucleotides, gener-
ally denoted by N, is equal to 5 in this case (We treat gaps
as ordinary nucleotides). The nucleotide frequencies of sub-
type i at a fixed position of the genome are denoted by   ni.
Prior probability of number of sources
We denote the probability of a given number of sources
by P(r = r0)=ρr0. It is estimated as follows: We compile
an alignment of all available HIV-1 sequences of com-
plete length, classified as a pure subtype in the LANL
HIV database (i.e. not being identified as recombinant
or unknown). Hereby, we discard all sites at which the
sequences of at least one subtype have only gaps. Then
we determine, site-wise for each number of sources, the
most probable source combination yielding the number
of sources under consideration. For that we need the
likelihood of   q ∈ Q, which is given by
P(  q)=
r  
k=1
P
 
  ni
(k)
1 ,...,   ni
(k)
mk
 
. (1)
3
2
3
1
1-η η B
2 1
0.5 0.5
G         T
0.92 0.08
G         T
0.34 0.66
G         T
30 59
G        T
A
364 29
G        T
C
325 35
G        T
B
Figure 4 Modelling of the emission probabilities of pHMM U. The model used for the emission probabilities of pHMM U, illustrated by a toy
example. Assumed are 3 subtypes (A, B, C), which are assigned to two sources: A to Source 1 (green), B and C to Source 2 (red). Only two
nucleotides, G and T, are assumed to exist and   α is set to (0.1, 0.1). With probability h the right-hand part of the model is chosen, and with
probability 1-h the left-hand one. If the left-hand part is chosen, then with probability 1
3
Source 1 is then chosen, and with probability 2
3
Source 2.
At the bottom, the generated emission probabilities are given for the different paths the model can take. In case the right-hand part is chosen, a
Dirichlet distribution with parameter   α is taken for the generation of the emission probabilities. The emission probabilities of pHMM U are
estimated by averaging over all possible emission probabilities, weighting them with their respective probabilities. That is, assuming h = 0.05, we
obtain 0.05 · (0.5,0.5) +0 . 9 5·
 1
3 · (0.34,0.66) + 2
3 · (0.92,0.08)
 
= (0.72,0.28) as estimate for the emission probabilities.
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Page 5 of 13The probabilities on the right hand side of (1) can
be calculated as described in the following. For
the next step we restrict ourselves to the case that
{i
(k)
1 ,...,i
(k)
mj } = {1,...,m} for notational convenience
and make use of the equations
P(  n|  p)= (|  n| +1 )
N  
j=1
p
nj
j
 (nj +1 )
(2)
and
P(  p)=
  (|  α|)
 
  N
j=1 αj
 
N  
j=1
p
αj−1
j (3)
as well as
 
  p
N  
j=1
p
βj−1
j d  p =
 N
j=1  
 
βj
 
 
 
|   β |
  , (4)
With b1,..., bN ≥ 0. Here,   α denotes the parameter of the
Dirichlet distribution introduced in the paragraph ‘Meth-
ods - Core algorithm - pHMMs K and U’. Thus, we obtain
P(  n1,...,  nm)
=
 
  p
P
 
  n1,...,   nm|  p
 
P
 
  p
 
d  p
=
 
  p
 
m  
i=1
P
 
  ni|  p
 
 
P
 
  p
 
d  p
=
 
  p
⎡
⎣
m  
i=1
⎛
⎝ 
 
|   ni | +1
 
N  
j=1
p
ni,j
j
 (ni,j +1 )
⎞
⎠
⎤
⎦×
⎡
⎣   (|  α |)
 
  N
j=1 αj
 
N  
j=1
p
αj−1
j
⎤
⎦d  p
=
 
m  
i=1
 
 
|   ni | +1
 
 N
j=1  
 
ni,j +1
 
 
 (|  α |)
 
  N
j=1  αj
 ×
 N
j=1  
  m
i=1 ni,j + αj
 
 
  m
i=1 |   ni | + |  α |
  .
Using (1) and the AIC (Akaike Information Criterion
[24]), we deduce the most plausible source combination
for each site and with that the most plausible number of
sources. Estimating the rj as the empirical frequencies of
the number of sources (considering all eligible sites), we
obtain the values (rj)j = 1,2,3 = (0.85, 0.09, 0.06). For the
sake of computational efficiency, we restrict the number of
sources to values lower or equal to 3. Notice that the
number of sources to which one can restrict the algorithm
depends on the scale of the intersubtype variation of the
virus genome at the informative sites of the genome.
Estimation of emission probabilities
Using
P(  q|  ρ)=ρr
r  
k=1
P
 
  ni
(k)
1
,...,  ni
(k)
mk
 
,
w ed e d u c et h em o s tl i k e l ys o u r c ec o m b i n a t i o n .T h e n ,
for a given source combination   q ∈ Q, we can estimate
the emission probability of a nucleotide v for a particu-
lar source (assuming, for notational convenience, that
the source under consideration is composed of the sub-
types 1,..., m)b y
ˆ pν =
 
  ppνP(  p|  n1,...,   nm)d  p. (5)
Using (2) and (3), we get
P(  p|  n1,...,   nm)
=
P
 
  n1,...,  nm|  p
 
P(  p)
P
 
  n1,...,   nm
 
=
 m
i=1 P
 
  ni|  p
 
P(  p)
P
 
  ni,...,   nm
 
=
⎡
⎣
m  
i=1
⎛
⎝ 
 
|  ni| +1
 
N  
j=1
p
ni,j
j
 (ni,j +1 )
⎞
⎠
⎤
⎦×
  (|  α |)
 
  N
j=1 αj
 
N  
j=1
p
αj−1
j
    
m  
i=1
 
 
|   ni| +1
 
 N
j=1  
 
ni,j +1
 
 
×
  (|  α |)
 
  N
j=1 αj
 
 N
j=1  
  m
i=1 ni,j + αi
 
 
  m
i=1 |  ni | + |  α |
 
⎤
⎦
=
 
  m
i=1 |  ni | + |  α |
 
 N
j=1  
  m
i=1 ni,j + αj
 
N  
j=1
p
 m
i=1 ni,j+αj−1
j .
Consequently, we can transform (5) into
ˆ pν =
 
  m
i=1 |  ni| + |  α |
 
 N
j=1  
  m
i=1 ni,j + αi
 ×
 
  p
pν
N  
j=1
p
 m
i=1 ni,j+αj−1
j d  p
Finally, by using (4) we obtain the simple formula
ˆ pν =
 m
i=1 ni,v + αν  m
i=1 |   ni | + |  α |
.
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In this section, we present the results of i) the calibration of
USF on a) artificial HIV-1 recombinants and b) non-
recombinant HIV-1 sequences designated as having
emerged from a known subtype, ii) the application of USF
to a) SIV sequences and b) sequences designated as
unknown in the LANL HIV database (in the following
called “Subtype U” sequences), and iii) the comparison of
USF and BI.
Calibration
In order to calibrate USF and to investigate its behaviour
in dependence of the choice of the parameters h, p1 and
p2, we use two test settings, one of them suitable to assess
the sensitivity of the algorithm, the other one the specifi-
city. For the sensitivity, we remove one subtype from the
MSA and consider it as unknown. Then we generate artifi-
cial recombinants of sequences from the “known” subtypes
and the “unknown” subtype. For the specificity, we simply
check whether sequences from the MSA are classified cor-
rectly. In both cases, we do not use the test data as train-
ing data for the emission probabilities of the HMMs. The
testing setup is sketched in Figure 5. The MSA consists in
all full-length HIV-1 Group M sequences, designated as
stemming from a pure subtype in the LANL database,
downloaded on 9th of July 2010.
Test data
More precisely, we generate the following two sets of
test sequences: (i) A set Tsens for measuring the
sensitivity with respect to the ability of the algorithm to
detect genome segments stemming from an unknown
subtype, and (ii) a set Tspec for measuring the specificity.
The set Tsens is composed of 229 sequences generated
by taking a sequence from subtypes A-D and F-G and
replacing a segment of this sequence by a segment of a
sequence from some other subtype. We call the subtype
of the major part of the genome the ‘base subtype’ and
the subtype of the inserted part of the genome the
‘insertion subtype’. A preliminary analysis shows that in
case the subtypes H, J, or K have been assigned to the
query sequence (or a part of it), USF is not suitable for
a reliable detection of unclassifiable genome parts.
Hence, for the role of a base subtype, those subtypes are
excluded from our analysis. Nevertheless, segments of
them may play the role of insertion subtypes. Segments
of the subtypes B and D may not be combined, due to
the small phylogenetic distance of those subtypes. More-
over, the replaced segments have a length of 1000 posi-
tions and their position has been chosen randomly. Tspec
is composed of 265 sequences sampled from the gen-
ome-length sequences being classified as subtype A-D
or F-G in the LANL HIV database (50 for all subtypes
except for the subtypes F and G, for which only 35 and
30, respectively, sequences were available). For Tspec the
sequences were assigned to the subtype they stem from
according to their LANL HIV database designation.
Therefore, if classified correctly, the complete sequence
is classified as known. Any detected unknown regions
Tsens
A
AB C A
A G
jpHMM
USF
genome data
KK U
Tspec
A
A
USF
K
U/K classification
subtype classification
Figure 5 Test setup. Testing is performed on two sets of sequence data, Tsens and Tspec.F o rTsens artificial recombinants of two subtypes are
used as genome data, for Tspec pure sequences are taken. The sequences of Tsens are classified subtype-wise with jpHMM, whereas the
sequences of Tspec are assigned their original subtype. Then, USF is applied to both sequence sets.
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Page 7 of 13are counted as false positives. For Tsens we determine
the subtype classification using the jpHMM, excluding
the subtypes H, J, and K from the assignable subtypes.
Test results
We measure the performance by counting how many
positions in a sequence have been misclassified. Setting
p1 =1 0
-7 and p2 =1 0
-4 (which seem to be reasonable
values, in view of our experience gathered when apply-
ing the jpHMM to HIV), we determine h = 0.05 as lead-
ing to the best tradeoff between sensitivity and
specificity. With that choice of h,w ee v a l u a t et h ep e r -
formance with respect to specificity and sensitivity on a
grid for different choices of p1 and p2 (see Figure 6 and
7 ) .F r o mt h o s ed a t a ,w ew o u l dr e c o m m e n dt oc h o o s e
p1 =1 0
-9 and p2 =1 0
-5.I nc a s eau s e rh a sad i f f e r e n t
priority with respect to specificity and sensitivity, he can
adapt the values to his purpose. To achieve a higher
sensitivity or specificity, p1 and p2 have to be increased
or decreased, respectively. Increasing p1 merely results
in a higher probability of finding any Subtype U frag-
ments in the query sequence at all, whereas increasing
p2 also leads to a higher number of Subtype U frag-
ments to be found.
In Figure 8, resp. 9, the performance of the algorithm
for Tspec,r e s p .Tsens is displayed stratified by the assigned
subtype Tsens, resp. the subtypes used for generating the
artificial recombinants. Among the 6 sequences from
Tspec, which yield the most misclassified positions, there
are all 4 sequences of Subsubtype F2 and the sequence
from Subsubtype F1, which cluster most closely to
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Figure 6 Mean performance of Tspec. The mean performance (measured in misclassified positions) of Tspec in dependence of p1 and p2 (both
scaled logarithmically).
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Page 8 of 13Subsubtype F2 in a phylogenetic tree (using FastTree [25]
and FigTree [26]).
To facilitate the testing technically, we restrict our
analysis to the positions 808 to 8781 with respect to
HXB [27]. Covering this part of the genome, we analyse
the performance of USF in relatively conserved regions,
as well as highly variable ones and we do not have to
cope with the low number of sequences available for
covering the boundary parts of the genome.
Theoretical determination of h
W eh a v et r i e da l s ot od e t e r m i n eh by a theoretical
approach. More precisely, we have simulated unknown
subtypes by excluding a subtype from the data based on
which the emission probabilities of pHMM U were
estimated. We then have chosen h such that the emis-
sion frequencies of the excluded subtype is estimated
best (with respect to maximum likelihood). Unfortu-
nately, this approach has filed to values of h smaller by
an entire order of magnitude than the values found by
means of the calibration described above. Consequently,
we refrain from using this theoretical approach.
SIV sequences and Subtype U sequences
In order to check whether USF correctly classifies very
divergent sequences, we have applied it to five full-
length SIV genomes (AF103818, DQ373063, EF394356,
U42720, X52154) from different parts of the SIV clade.
As before, we did not allow for assigning subtypes H, J,
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Figure 7 Mean performance of Tsens. The mean performance (measured in misclassified positions) of Tsens in dependence of p1 and p2 (both
scaled logarithmically).
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Page 9 of 13and K in the subtype classification. In the same way we
have tested the 8 full-length Subtype U genomes
(AF286236, AF457101, AY046058, EF029066, EF029067,
EF029068, EF029069, FJ388921). Except the Subtype U
sequence AY046058, all sequences have been correctly
identified as completely unknown (about 8% of the
genome have not been classified as unknown).
Comparison with the BI
The BI is a method based on distance and phylogeny. It
determines which parts of a query sequence should be
classified among known sequences. Moving along the
genome of a query sequence with a sliding window, the
BI computes a ratio quantifying how closely the query
sequence clusters with a subtype clade. On the basis of
this quantity, it determines whether the respective part
of a query sequence is unclassifiable with respect to the
known subtypes.
We apply the BI to a subset of Tspec, as well as the SIV
and Subtype U sequences used in the evaluation
described in the subsection ‘Results - SIV sequences and
Subtype U sequences’. As we had to carry out the test-
ing manually, using the web interface of the BI [28], we
had to confine ourselves to a limited number of
sequences from Tspec and could not test the BI on Tsens
at all. (For the purpose of the latter, it would have been
necessary to reestimate the parameters of the BI after
having removed a subtype from the training data. That,
however, the web interface available does not allow.)
Application of the BI to the 5 SIV sequences and the
8 Subtype U sequences from the subsection ‘Results -
SIV sequences and Subtype U sequences’ yields valid
results in 3 and 4 cases, respectively. Out of these 7
sequences, all but one Subtype U sequence (AY046058)
are classified correctly as completely unknown, with
about 6% of the genome of AY046058 being
misclassified.
Testing the BI on 12 sequences for each subtype from
Tspec, yield the results illustrated in Figure 10. Since USF
tends to misclassify very short segments as unknown for
some subtypes, we also compare the BI with USF,
removing all segments of length smaller than 100 bps
from the outcome of USF.
Using the two-sided Wilcoxon signed-rank test, the
version of USF without postprocessing performs signifi-
cantly better (with respect to our position-wise measure)
than the BI for the subtypes A and B. For the Subtype F,
the BI is significantly better than USF (p = 0.05). For the
other subtypes, this test does not yield significant
results. If USF is used in the version equipped with
postprocessing, it yields significantly better results than
the BI for the subtypes A and B, with the differences on
the other subtypes being highly insignificant.
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Figure 8 Mean subtype-wise performance of Tspec.T h em e a n
performance (measured in misclassified positions) of Tspec for p1 =
10
-9 and p2 =1 0
-5, stratified by the assigned subtype.
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Figure 9 Mean subtype-wise performance of Tsens. Level plot of
the mean performance (measured in misclassified positions) of Tsens
for p1 =1 0
-9 and p2 =1 0
-5, stratified by the used subtypes. Different
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represent subtype pairs which were not used in the generation of
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Page 10 of 13Running time
Excluding the running time of ClustalW and jpHMM
(described in [18,17]), the running time for a full length
HIV-1 sequence is about 35 seconds on a Linux PC
with 3 GHz and 4 GB RAM.
Discussion and conclusions
We have presented USF, a tool for detection of unclassi-
fiable segments in viral sequences. Using a probabilistic,
model-driven approach, the tool is suitable in principle
for all species (or other taxa) which are subdivided into
subfamilies i) without too many indels separating the
subfamilies and ii) where the phylogenetic distances
between the subfamilies are not too inhomogeneous.
Testing
We have applied USF to i) artificial recombinants of two
subtypes (excluding one subtype from the training data
to simulate an unknown subtype), ii) sequences desig-
nated (in the LANL HIV database) as originating from a
pure subtype, iii) SIV sequences, and iv) Subtype U
sequences. As far as feasible, we have compared our
results with the only other tool available with the same
scope, the Branching Index (BI).
Performance of USF
Analyzing the performance of USF by subtype, one can
see that it performs considerably better (with respect to
specificity) on the subtypes A-C than on D, F, and G,
whereas it does not yield acceptable results for the sub-
types H, J, and K. Its unsatisfactory performance on the
last three subtypes does not come unexpectedly: The
subtypes H, J, and K are composed of only 2 or 3 com-
plete genome sequences, and that does not allow for a
realistic modelling of the emission probabilities of a
pHMM without using an information sharing protocol
(see [23]). The weaker performance for subtypes D, F,
and G might also be explicable by this effect, with the
situation being obfuscated for the Subtype F by the fact
that this subtype is divided into two subsubtypes.
The results of the application of USF to artificial
recombinants can be explained in part also by the size of
the involved subtypes: The poorest results are achieved
when subtypes G or J, which both belong to the subtypes
of smaller size, act as base subtype. Obviously, the size of
the insertion subtype should not have any impact on the
performance of USF (and the results also do not suggest
that). Astonishingly, there does not seem to be a correla-
tion between the phylogenetic distance of a pair of base
and insertion subtypes and the performance of USF on
the respective pair: Testing Tsens involves 46 pairs of sub-
types. Considering the 13 pairs with the lowest phyloge-
netic distance, none of them is among the 3 poorest
performing pairs and 3 are among the 7 poorest perform-
ing. As we have observed a poor performance of USF
when the subtypes B and D are the base and insertion
subtypes, we may conclude that, if the phylogenetic dis-
tance of the subtype pair is above a certain threshold, the
performance of USF does not seem to depend on how
remotely the subtypes are related exactly.
Specificity of USF & BI
Comparing USF (employing the removal of very short
segments in the outcome) with the BI with respect to
specificity, USF, roughly speaking, performs better on
some of the large size subtypes (A and B), whereas there
are no significant differences on the large size Subtype C
and the smaller size subtypes D, F, and G.
Sensitivity of USF & BI
For a comparison of the sensitivities we had to restrict
ourselves to the SIV and Subtype U sequences. In spite
of the importance of the sensitivity to assess the perfor-
mance of USF and BI, the analysis of this characteristic
had to be carried out on quite a small test set, due to
technical limitations in the implementation of the BI.
Except for the Subtype U sequence AY046058, all SIV
and Subtype U sequences were classified as unknown by
USF as well as the BI. Since both tools detect the same
sequence as not completely unknown (although different
segments were detected as known), this might be a hint
that the classification of AY046058 as a pure Subtype U
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(measured in terms of the fraction of misclassified positions) for 12
random sequences of each subtype for the BI and USF, stratified by the
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Page 11 of 13sequence is questionable. To conclude, our analysis does
not reveal any significant differences between USF and
the BI with respect to their sensitivity.
Versatility of USF & BI
With respect to versatility, the BI seems to be slightly
inferior to USF (at least in their current versions). As it
is not possible to determine h by a theoretical approach
(as described in paragraph ‘Results - Calibration - Theo-
retical determination of h’), both methods require a
parameter calibration on training data when applied to a
new species, respectively taxon. Regarding breakpoint
positions, the BI only provides a graph from which the
user would have to deduce the breakpoint positions by
visual inspection. Hence, it is not possible to run any
automated procedures on the BI if breakpoint positions
are required.
Outlook
In the near future, we plan to incorporate our method
in the jpHMM. This would lead to a tool capable not
only of assigning the known subtypes of HIV-1 (or sub-
families of other viruses or species) to a query sequence
(or parts of it) but also of detecting segments of the
genome stemming from a subtype yet unknown. More-
over, we are currently working on the implementation
of an information sharing protocol for the jpHMM,
which then would attenuate the poor performance of
USF when applied to the small size subtypes.
In addition, it has been discussed whether the core
gene of some D/E-recombinants of Hepatitis B virus
(HBV) might stem from a clade which became rare or
extinct [29]. We will apply USF to HBV data in order to
investigate this question.
Furthermore, it has been claimed that the HBV geno-
type G is a recombinant between i) an ancestor compar-
able in divergence to those between the genotypes A-E,
contributing the S gene, and ii) an HBV variant which is
much more divergent, contributing the rest of the gen-
ome [30]. In the face of this finding, we plan to incorpo-
rate more than one unknown subtype in our model so
that different degrees of divergence can be modelled.
Miscellaneous
As mentioned in the section ‘Background’, it is not pos-
sible to find unknown sequence segments by identifying
regions of small a posterior probabilities for all of the
known subfamilies when applying the jpHMM for
example. That is easily exemplified as follows: Let us
assume there were only two subtypes A and B and we
examined a sequence stemming from an unknown sub-
type which is genetically considerably closer to Subtype
A than to Subtype B. Then this sequence would achieve
very large a posteriori probabilities for Subtype A and
very small ones for Subtype B. Thus, it would falsely be
classified as known.
USF is implemented in C++ and the source code is
freely available (see additional file 1).
Additional material
Additional file 1: Source code. C++ implementation of USF.
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